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Dear Customer
You will hopefully have read on our website and our social media recently an advance notification
about the price increase which we will be implementing for 2018. This is not a decision which we
have taken lightly, but a combination of factors has meant that it is unavoidable.
We have had an unprecedented number of price increases from our suppliers recently; seventy since
we last raised our own prices at the beginning of 2017, with twenty in one month alone recently and
these have ranged from 3% to the extreme of 19%. They have occurred in every industry which
supplies us, from plastics and raw materials to paper and packaging. These escalating costs
necessitate a 3% price increase for next year which will be effective from January 1st 2018.
World demand for materials is very high and the cost of labour is increasing. We constantly
investigate ways in which to reduce costs and streamline our manufacturing process in order to
minimise the effect this has on our customers.
However our investment in innovation and the launch of several new tools will help to keep GTL at
the top of the precision torque tool market. You will shortly be receiving our latest brochure, which
contains details of a number of exciting new products, as well as creatively revised and updated
existing ones. These new products will offer further market opportunities for our partners and
technical benefits to the end users.
New products include our Capture Hub, the latest addition to our Capture System range of torque
analysers, which is already proving a runaway success across the globe, and the Capture Sensor
which will enable precision torque measurement across an even greater range than previously. We
have a new Industrial wrench now available which will measure torque up to 1000 N.m.; perfect for
our customers in the automotive and other heavy maintenance industries. Our Cordless Multiplier
Wrench, also new this year, is the first wrench of its kind to generate precise torques up to 6000
N.m. without slip coupling and impact mechanism. Our TSP and TSC wrenches have undergone an
impressive redesign which will combine the excellence of the previous models with the very latest
technology.
With all this investment in excellence, we hope that our customers and distributors will understand
that whilst we genuinely regret any increase, it is essential in order for us to continue to lead the field
in Torque tool innovation.
Further details about this price increase will be announced shortly on our website and social media.
If you have any queries in the meantime, contact us on salesandrepairs@gedore-torque.com
Kind regards

Bob Little
Sales & Marketing Director
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